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SURVEY OF RECENT HALAKHIC
PERIODICAL LITERATURE

ARTIFICIAL HEART IMPLANTATIOX

And I have given unto you a
new heart and a new spirit
will I put within you. . . .

Ezekiel 36:26

Implantation of a mechanical heart pre-
sents society with a wide array of ethical
questions. These issues notwithstanding,
one can only applaud the advances in

medical technology which have made
implantation of an artificial heart a reality.
From the Jewish point of view this devel-
opment is all the more welcome because
in the past rabbinic decisors have been

constrained to decry cadaver heart trans-
plants. That position was based primarily
upon the consideration that it is medically
feasible to accomplish a successful heart
transplant only by relying upon neurolog-
ical criteria of death in salvaging the
donor's heart.

At the time of the performance ofthe
first successful heart transplants, a number
of leading halakhic authorities pro-
nounced such procedures to be in violation
of Jewish law. Some claimed that each
heart transplant procedure entails two acts
of homicide, viz., the immediate demise
of the terminally ill donor from whom the
healthy heart is removed and the pre-
mature death of the recipient.' In order
to salvage the heart of the donor for

transplant purposes, the heart must be
removed before the onset of tissue degen-
eration. Were the physician to wait until
the patient could be pronounced dead on
the basis of the halakhic, and heretofore
commonly accepted, criteria of death, use

of the heart for purposes of transplanta-
tion would be precluded. Hence physicians
contemplating removal of the heart must
perforce rely upon brain death criteria in
pronouncing the death of the donor. How-
ever, brain death criteria are halakhieally
unacceptable as a means of determining
that death has indeed occurred. The

overwhelming consensus of authoritative
rabbinic opinion is that, for all legal and
moral purposes, death occurs only upon
cessation of both cardiac and respiratory
function.' Any act, either direct or in-
direct, which has the effect of hastening
death, including withdrawal of life-
support systems as well as actual removal
of the heart itself, is forbidden by Jewish
law. The situation with regard to the
criteria used to pronounce the death of
the donor in order to facilitate procure-
ment of hearts for transplant procedures
remains unchanged. Therefore, such pro-
cedures are in violation of .Jewish law

insofar as they require the removal of the
heart from a donor who, in the eyes of
Jewish law, is yet alive.

The question of whether the trans-
plant procedure constitutes an act of
homicide vis-a-vis the recipient is another
matter entirely. During the initial period
of heart transplantation surgery, at a time

when such procedures were essentially
experimental, it may perhaps have been
the case that statistically anticipated
longevity was decreased, rather than
enhanced, as a result of the transplant
procedure. Following the early trans-
plant operations there was indeed a long
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hiatus during which few such procedures
were performed because of the unaccept-
ably high incidence of rejection of
transplanted hearts by recipients. H ow-
ever, with the development of immuno-
suppressive drugs, the fact-pattern has
changed radically. In recent years, the
twelve-month survival rate for recipients
of heart transplants has been approxi-

mately 65%.3 Between 45% and 50% of all
recipients survive for a period of at lcast
five years following implantation' In

contrast, in one study it was found that
more than 90% of patients who presented
clinical profiles identical to those of indi-

viduals chosen to rcceive cadaver trans-
plants, but who did not rcccive hcart

transplants because appropriate donor
organs could not be found, succumbed to
death from heart disease within a three-
month period.s

Quite obviously, since artificial heart
implantation involves no human donor,
the problem offoreshortening the donor's
lifc is not at all germane. As to the prospect
of enhanced longevity for the recipient, it
is too early for any meaningful judgment
to be made. Since, at the time of this
writing, only one artificial heart implan-
tation has been attempted in a human
subject, assessment of the success rate and
evaluation of the potential for cnhanced
or diminished longevity are premature. It
is nevertheless clear, at least after the fact,
that the implantation of an artificialhcart
in the one instance in which it was under-
taken was entirely warrantcd in terms of
enhanced longevity. Given Dr. Barncy

Clark's clinical profile, the decision to
replace his diseascd heart with a mechan-
ical device was entirely prudcnt. Absent
the operation, Dr. Clark faced imminent
death as evidenccd by the fact that his
physicians performed the operation a day
carlicr than scheduled because they were
convinced that hc would otherwise not
survive the night. Since the patient did

survivc for a period of 112 days subsequent
to the implantation there is no question

that the procedure did succccd in pro-

longing his life.6
This is not to say that implantation
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surgery does not pose a significant philo-
sophical question regarding the essential
characteristics of humanhood. Indeed,
some have questioned whethcr thc rccip-
ient of a mechanical heart may, properly
speaking, bc tcrmcd a human being.

Whether the recipient of an artificial
hcart is or is not a human being in the
legal scnsc of the term is probably of
greater moment to .Jews than to others.
To be sure, were such a person subse-

quently to bccome a victim of homicide,
the perpetrator might formulate a defense

based on the plea that human life came to
an end with the surgical removal of the
natural heart. But there is nothing to pre-
vent society from conceding the semantic
argument while at the same time recog-
nizing that the recipient should not be
regarded as a mere robot. Society might

then, through appropriate legislation and
otherwise, proceed to treat the recipient
of a mechanical heart as a human being
for all legal and moral purposes.

.Jewish law, however, is much more
formalistic in nature. Since Halakhah does
not enjoy the luxury of formulating new
categories it cannot beg the question.

Therc arc a numbcr of practical corollaries
to the theoretical question of whethcr or
not the recipient of a mechanical heart is
deemed to be a human bcing: (I) May the
recipient's wife remarry without benefit
of a get (religious divorce)? (2) Do his
heirs immediately succccd to his estatc?
(3) If the recipient is not a human being,
is he then a corpse requiring immcdiate
burial? (4) Must the family immediately
observe shivah and recite kaddish? To be
sure, these questions constitute a reductio
ad absurdum and evoke the intuitivc
reaction that the recipient is indeed a

human being. Nevertheless, our intuitive
response requires reasoned analysis and
substantiation.

The question in only a slightly differ-
ent guise was raised by theologians and
moralists in the early days of transplant
surgery. Subsequent to receiving a trans-
planted heart, does the patient retain his
previous identity or does he acquire the
persuna of the donor? If it is assumed that
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the heart is the sine qua non of personal
identity, afortiori, it must be prcsumed
to constitute a ncccssary condition of

humanhood. This, it seems to this writer,
is not a view espoused by Judaism.

Although cardiac activity is the crucial
indicator of the presence of life, the hcart
is not the hallmark of personhood.

An attempt has been made to demon-
stratc, on the basis of halakhic dialectic,
that the significance of cardiac activity
lies, not in the ontological status of the
heart itsclf, but rather in its function in
causing blood to course through the

body.' Hence a patient whose circulatory
systcm is sustained by a mechanical heart
is deemed to be endowed with life. Since
cardiac activity, cvcn minus the kardia, is
a sufficient condition of life, it follows
that cardiac activity within a human
organism equals a living human being.
The various halakhic issues attendant
upon artificial heart implantation have
been discussed by this revicwcr in Torah
she-be-al Peh, voL. XXV (5744).

I

Prior to undertaking an analysis of the
status of thc rccipient of a mechanical

heart, attcntion should be drawn to a sig-
nificant problem which applies with equal
force to the implantation of both cadaver
and artificial hearts. At the time that the
early cadaver transplants were under-

taken, somc scholars contended that the
transplant procedure constitutes an act of
homicide insofar as the rcci pient is con-
cerned, not because of an attendant dim-
inution of life expectancy, but because
the removal of the diseased hcart, in and
of itself, constitutes an act of homicide.'
The identical question arises with rcgard
to the removal of a diseased hcart for

purposes of facilitating implantation of
an artificial organ.

Assuming, arguendo, that in thc cyes
of .Jewish law, the patient is deemed to be
dead upon removal of the natural heart, it
would follow logically that a patient who
successfully undcrgoes an implant proce-

dure and becomes reanimated would be

categorized as a person who has riscn
from the dead. Thus, a successful implant
procedure would constitute a form of
resurrection of the dead. The question
that must be posed is, then, whether an
act of homicide, when performed by one
who has thc intent and ability to restore
his "victim" to life, constitutcs a proscribed
act of murder in the cvcnt that the victim
is indeed actually resurrected. For exam-
ple, may a prophet who is certain that he
possesses the power to rcsurrect the dead
kill another person and then rcstorc him
to life" Or is the prophet forbiddcn to kill
a pcrson even under such circumstances

since the act of killing constitutcs an act
of murdcr? To transpose thc question to
its medical context: Assuming that the
removal of a discased heart constitutes an
act of homicide, may a physician remove
the heart of his patient if he is confident
that the patient will be reanimated subse-
quent to implantation of an artificial
heart? Or is the surgcon forbidden to per-
form an act which is technically an overt
act of murder even though he does so for
thc purpose of restoring the patient to life
and healing the latlcr's malady?

The Gemara, Megilah 7b, rclatcs:
Rabbah and R. Zeira celebrated a Purim
repast together. They became intoxicated.
Rabbah arose and slit R. Zeira's throat. On
the next day he prayed on his behalf and
restored him to life. Next ycar he said, "Come
and we will conduct the Purim repast
together." He (R. ZeiraJ replied, "A miracle
does not occur at every moment."

As related in this narrative, R. Zcira
expressed the fear that the miracle of the
previous year would not be repeated and
that Rabbah might not succeed in restor-
ing him to life. R. Zeira does not appear
to be concerned that, even if Rabbah
would be successful in performing an
identical miracle a second time, he would
yet have transgrcssed the prohibition
against murder. Hence, it might be
inferrcd that, when restoration ofthe vic-
tim to life is indeed a ccrtainty, the act of
killing does not entail transgression of thc
prohibition against homicidc.
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However, the incident reported in
Afegilah 7b is intcrpreted by some com-
mentators in a manner which renders this
conclusion nugatory. Maharsha explains
that Rabbah did not actually slit the throat
of R. Zeira; rather, explains Maharsha,
Rabbah forced R. Zeira to drink an
excessive amount of wine so that the latter
became deathly ill and later Rabbah
"restored him to life," i.e., Rabbah curcd
him by means of prayer. Similarly, Me'iri
explains that Rabbah did not slaughter
R. Zeira but "forced winc down his gullet."
Moreover, Rabbah could not have been
deemed culpable for his act since he had
clearly reached the stagc of the "drunken-
ness of Lot" and hence, for reason of
mental incompctcnce, could not be held
responsible for his actions..

II

It may, however, be argued that the
question regarding the permissibility of
homicide in anticipation of subsequent

restoration to life is based upon a contra-
halakhic assumption. The question, as
formulated, assumes that death and rean-
imation are two separate and discrete
events. It may, however, be the case that,
from the vantage point of .Jewish law,

when death is followed by resurrection,
rcanimation of the individual effectively
nullifies the antecedent death and, for
purposes of Halakhah, the individ ual is
decmed never to have died. The litmus
test is whether or not a marital relationship
survives the decease of onc of the marriage
partners and his or her subscquent restor-
ation to life. Or, to phrase the same ques-
tion somewhat diffcrcntly, is a person who
has died and has been resurrected required
to enter into a new marriage ceremony
with his own "widow" in order that they
may be permitted to live together as man
and wife? This question is posed by
R. Chaim Joseph David Azulai in his
commentary on Shulhan Arukh, Birkei
Y osef, Even ha- Ezer 17: I, with regard to

the marital status of the wife of R. Zeira.
Birkei Yosefwrites:
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With regard to the wife of R. Zeira (it is the
case that) when her husband was slain and
died that her marriagc was certainly dis-
solved and she became permitted to all oth-
ers. And when R. Zeira was restored to life
the next day it was necessary to contract a
marriage with his wife anew for she was an
unmarried woman, as is the case with regard
to one who is reconciled with his divorced
wife in which case a new marriage is required
since the original marriage is no longer

extant, having been dissolved by means of a
get. and a new entity is now created. Sim-
ilarly, in this case, in which the husband has
died, his death renders her permissible (to
othersl and nullfies his matrimonial rela-
tionship, and when he comes alive it is a new
matter. Or perhaps the provision that "a
woman acquires herself with the death of
the husband" (Kiddushin 2a) applies only
whcn hc dies and remains deceased, but ifhe
is not buried and is restored to life by a
prophet or a pious man it becomes manifest
that such death was not death in the manner
of thc death of all mcn. And the original
marriage is not nullified (with the result that
she remains) a married woman and lacks
legal capacity to contract a marriage with
any other man while hcr husband, when he
is restored in life, is permitted to her imme-
diately as was the case prior to his death.

In resolving this question, Birkei

Yosef cites a discussion presented in

the Palestinian Talmud, Gitlin 7:3. The
Mishnah, Gitlin 76b, declares, "(If a man
says,) 'This is your get if I do not return
within twclvc months,' and hc dies within
twelve months, it is no get." In the course
of the discussion in the Babylonian

Talmud focusing upon this Mishnah, the
Gemara, Gitin 76b, poses the following
query:

R. Eleazar asked a certain elder: "\\'hen you
permitted her to marry, did you permit her
to do so immediately or after twelve months?
Did you permit her to marry immediately

since he cannot come, ordid you permit her
to marry after twelve months when his con-
dition was fulfilled'!"

The consideration which gives rise to this
question is not immediately clear. Granted
that the retroactive validity of the divorce
is questionable, logically, the wife should
nevertheless be permitted to marry imme-
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diately: If thc get is valid retroactively

she is a divorcce; if not, she is a widow.
In either contingency she attains halakhic
capacity to contract a marriage immedi-
ately following the death of her husband.
Rashi, in his commentary ad locum,
concedes that this is, in fact, the case.
Determination of a woman's status as a
divorcee rather than as a widow is signif-
icant, comments Rashi, only in a situation
in which the husband dies without issue.
If the divorce is effective retroactively she
is free to remarry as a divorcee; if not, as
a childlcss widow, she is subject to the
obligation of levirate marriage.

The parallel discussion in the Pales-
tinian Talmud, Gitlin 7:3, places the
matter in an entirely different perspective:

is she permitted to marry (immediatelyp
R. Haggi said, "She is permitted." R. Jose
said, "She is forbidden to marry: I say per-
haps miracles befcll him and he was restored
to life,"

The Palestinian Talmud clearly considers
not only the possibility of levirate obliga-
tion but also questions the woman's right
to rcmarry as a widow.IO To he sure, none
of the codifiers of .Jewish law adopts the
position of R. Jose in forbidding the

immcdiate remarriage of the widow.

Birkei Yosef observes that R. Jose's fear
that "perhaps miracles befell him and he
was restored to life" is sct asidc on the
basis of empirical considerations but is
not dismisscd on substantive grounds. Thc
probability of miraculous resurrection is
of so unlikely a magnitude, asserts Birkei
Yosef; that it need not at all be of concern.
Birkei Yosefobserves that the discussion
in the Palestinian Talmud does neverthe-
less serve to demonstrate that, were such
a miracle to occur, the matrimonial rela-
tionship would be vicwcd as having sur-
vived the death of the husband and his
subsequent restoration to life. Birkei Yusef
asscrts that tbcrc is no rcason to assume
that thc Babylonian Talmud disputcs this
view; rather, it ignores the contingency on
grounds which are entircly empiricaL. II

According to Birkei Y osefs analysis,
it necessarily follows that removal of a
diseased heart followed by implantation

of either a cadaver organ or an artifical
heart does not constitute an act of homi-
cide since, in his view, death is retro-
actively nullified by virtue of subsequent
animation.

It is readily apparent that thc question
left unresolved in the Babylonian Talmud
is neither resolved nor is it thc subjcct of
controversy in the Palestinian Talmud. In
permitting immediate remarriage, R. Haggi
docs so only in situations in which status
either as a widow or as a divorcee entails
capacity to remarry. He is silent with
regard to a situation in which an imped-
iment to remarriage may exist by virtue
of a possible leviratc obligation and hence
in which a determination of status as a
divorcee rather than as a widow is cruciaL.
R. .Jose, of coursc, forbids remarriage in
all instances bccause of the possibility that
the husband may be rcstored to life.
Rambam, Hilkhot Gerushin 9: 11, takes
note of the problem concerning remar-

riagc in the face of a possiblc levirate

obligation as formulated in the Babylo-
nian Talmud and indicates that the ques-
tion remains unresolved. In failing to
indicate a barrier to remarriage in the

absence of a possiblc levirate obligation,
Rambam inferentially rejects the view of
R. .Jose. In rejecting the opinion of R. .Jose,
Rambam is consistent with his view that
resurrection of thc dead will occur only
at the culmination of the messianic era."

There are, howcvcr, latter-day author-
ities who disagree with the principle for-
mulated by Bzrkei Yosef The Gemara,

Niddah 61 b, declarcs, "Commandments
will be abrogated in the eschatological

era," i.e., subsequent to thc resurrection
of the dead. Rabbi Elchanan Wasserman,
Kovetz Shi'urim, II, no. 29, formulatcs
two possible analyses of that dictum:
I) The undcrlying principle may be that
fulfilment of mitzvut is contingent upon
a specific timc-period or historical epoch.
.Just as ritual obligations were not in-
cum bent in the pre-Sinaitic era so, also,
those obligations will lapse in the post-
resurrection era. (2) Altcrnativcly, the
principle enunciatcd in Niddah 61 b may
simply be that the resurrected dead are
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not required to perform mitzvot. Thc

principle that "the dcad are free" of all
obligations, derived from Psalms 88:6, en-
tails irrevocable abrogation of all further
responsibility for fulfiJmcnt of command-
ments. Hence, the dead arc rclicved of all
ritual obligations even subsequent to their
resurrection. According to the latter
analysis, release from such obligations is
not limitcd to any particular epoch.

Accordingly, thc principle would apply
even in contemporary times in the unlikely
event that a particular corpse would be
miraculously restored to life prior to the
general resurrection. Whether or not the
dead who were restored to life by thc
prophet Ezekiel were required to observe
thc commandments is contingcnt upon
which of these two analyses is acccptcd.
Similarly, according to the authorities who
maintain that the righteous will be restored
to life during the messianic era, thc ques-
tion of their obligation vis-a-vis fulfillment
of mitzvot in the interim pcriod between
their resurrection and the advent of the
world-to-come is contingent upon which
of these two analyses is rcgarded as cor-
rect. R. Elchanan Wasserman asserts that
mitzvot are eternally valid and binding, at
least in theory, even in the period of the
world-to-come. He advances argumcnts
demonstrating that the second analysis is
correct and that, in reality, there will be
no obligation with regard to fulfillment of
commandments in the world-to-come only
because death, in and of itself, irrevocably
terminatcs thc obligation to perform

mitzvot.13 Accordingly, termination of
such obligation is not rescindcd by sub-
sequent restoration to life. This position
entails the negation of the notion that
resurrection serves to nullify, or to reverse,
earlier demise." Since resurrection is not
tantamount to a rcvcrsal of death, there is
no logical manner in which a prior marital
relationship can be regarded as having
been re-established by resurrection.

III

However, even rejection of Birkei Yosef's
position docs not nccessarily entail accept-
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ance of the view that removal of a diseased
heart constitutes an act of homicide.

During the early period of cadaver heart
transplants some rabbinic scholars urged
the view that the question is in fact
reducible to a matter which was the subject
of a celebrated controversy between two
eminent eightccnth-century authorities,
R. Zevi Ashkcnazi (Hakham Zevi) and
R. Yonatan Eibeschutz. A young woman
evisccratcd, soaked and salted a chicken,
but failed to find a heart. She consulted
R, Zevi Ashkenazi who, as recorded in
Teshuvot Hakham Zevi, nos. 74, 76 and
77, ruled that the animal was kosher.

Hakham Zevi reasoned that since it is
impossible for any creature to survive

without a heart for even a brief period of
time, it must be assumed that the chicken,
which had thrived and developed in a
normal manner, must indeed havc bccn
endowed with a heart. The absence of
a heart, declared Hakham Zevi, must
assuredly be attributed to the prcdatory
nature of a cat which must have been in
closc proximity. Not content with simply
ruling with regard to the casc presented to
him, Hakham Zevi further announced that
"evcn if witncsscs will come and testify
that they saw with opcn cycs that nothing
was removed from the body of the chicken,
it is ccrtain that their testimony is false for
it is contrary to reality." In sharp dis-
agreement, R. Y onatan Eibeschutz, Kereti

u- Peleti 40:4, declared that the testimony
of credible witnesses cannot be dismissed
peremptorily but rather "it must be

assumed that there was some piece (of
tissueJ which does not appear as a heart
but which is designed to fulfill the func-
tions of the heart, but yet the chicken is
treifah since it is not a normal hcart. "IS It
has been argued that, sincc according to
Hakham Zevi it is impossible for any
creature to survive without a heart, rc-
moval of a diseased heart ipso facto causcs
the death of the paticnt and hence consti-
tutes an act of homicidc. Rcanimation by
means of subsequent implantation of a
cadavcr heart would thus be viewed eithcr
as a form of pirkusl6 (convulsive move-
ment) or as the generation of a new life.
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Actually, the selfsame argument can
well be formulated in a manner which is
entirely consistent with the position of
Kereti u-Peleti. As already noted, this
authority accepts the basic premise that,
absent a heart, a living creature cannot

survive. Kereti u-Peleti mercly posits thc
possibility that cardiac functions may be
assumed by an organ which does not at all
rcscmble a normal hcart. Hcncc Kereti
u- Peleti might well concede that removal
of thc hcart from a living creature would
lead to its immcdiate demise.

However, according to the conflcting
view of R. Ya'akov Friedman of Karlin,
Mishkennt Ya'akov, Ynreh De'ah, no. IO,
removal of a diseased heart would not
constitute an act of homicide. According
to lvlishkenot Ya 'akov, some residual vital

force remains even subsequent to removal
of the hear!." Hence, since according to

Mishkenot Ya'akov, removal of the heart
does not ipso facto entail death, a diseased
heart might be removed in order to
implant a cadaver heart without violation
of the prohibition against homicidc.

In point offact, the identical question
arises with regard to all forms of open-
heart surgery. Although the heart is not
removed in the course of such procedures,
the heartbcat is stoppcd in order to prevent
pulsation of the heart from causing a con-
tinuously moving surgical field. During
the coursc of such procedures, life is sus-
tained by means of a heart-lung machine
which oxygenates the blood and circulates
it through thc body. If Hakham Zevi is to
be understood as declaring that under no
circumstances can life persist in the
absence of a heart, it follows that, by the
same token, life cannot persist in the
absence of a functioning heart. It is clear
that life is not contingent upon the mere
physical presence of a heart but upon the
continued pulsation of the heart which
causes blood to course through the circu-
latory system. Nevertheless, no rabbinic

authority has argued that causing the

tcmporary ccssation of cardiac function
in the course of opcn-hcart surgery, in

and of itself, constitutes an act of homi-
cide. Thc mattcr is readily understood if it

is recognized that, even in accordance with
the view expressed by Hakham Zevi, it is
only irreversible cessation of cardiac

activity which constitutes death. When,
however, cardiac activity is interrupted
and subsequently restored it is retroac-
tively established that the original cessa-

tion of cardiac activity was not associated
with the death of the person.18 Were this

not so, it would follow that successful

resuscitation following cardiac arrest is a
form of resurrcction of the dead.

The samc linc of rcasoning may be
applied to transplant surgery involving

the use of a cadaver hcar!. Hakham Zcvi
docs indccd dcclare that life cannot exist
without a heart, but he does not assert
that life cannot cxist othcr than with thc
original heart with which the living being
was endowed. Hence, removal of the orig-
inal diseased organ and its rcplacemcnt

with a cadaver heart may be viewed as

merely a temporary cessation of cardiac
activity which does not constitute death
even according to Hakham Zevi.

However, implantation of an artifi-
cial heart differs significantly from a car-
diac transplant. The recipient of a cadaver
transplant is endowed with a functioning
heart; the recipient of an artificial heart
posscsscs an artificial organ. In the latter
case, normal cardiac function has irrever-
sibly ceased. Arguably, thc artificial organ
produces only artificial lifc. If so, removal
of the diseased heart under such cir-
cumstances might constitutc homicidc
since removal of thc hcart effectively ter-
minates natural life in a manner which is
irreversible.

Yet it would appear more logical to
assume that Hakham Zevi would concede
the validity of Kereti u- Peleti's basic point;
viz., although no creature can survive

without a heart, nevertheless, life does
not require an organ possessing the form
and characteristics associated with a
normal, natural heart, but may be sus-

tained by any organ which performs
the functions associatcd with thc hcart.
Hakham Zcvi would then disagree with
Kereti u-Peleti only to the extent that,
absent the perceivcd prcsence of a normal
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heart, he finds no reason to posit the
existence of an unrecognizable organ that
performs the functions of a heart. Since
Hakham Zevi deemed it so unlikely that
the chicken in question might possess

some unrecognizable organ that assumed
the functions ofthc heart, he asserted that
it must be presumed that a normal heart
was indeed present and hence the animal
is to be declared kosher. Nevertheless,

although Hakham Zevi forcefully asserts
that lifc cannot persist in the absence of a
heart, there is no reason to presume that
he would fail to concede that life might
indeed bc sustained by mcans of some
other organ which performs the functions
usually associated with the heart or even
by means of a mechanical devicc designed
to perform those functions. Accordingly,
Hakham Zevi's position does not yield
thc conclusion that a patient whose life is
sustained by means of a heart-lung
machine or by means of an artificial heart
must be regarded as deceased. Hence, even
according to Hakham Zevi, removal of
the diseased heart necd not be regarded as
an act of homicide.

iv

However, Hakham Zevi, Teshuvot Ha-
kham Zevi, no. 77, does acknowledge that,
although life cannot exist without a heart,
lifelike movement may persist subscquent
to the removal of the hcart. Such move-
ment of a creature subsequcnt to removal
of its heart is described by Hakham Zevi
as merely convulsive in nature (pirkus):

Similarly, when thc hcart has been removed
even though (the creature) is dead, and, in
the case of a human, defiles in a tent and, in
the case of an animal, (defiles as) carrion, it
is possible for (the crcature) to run and to
movc. This is the pirkus described in Oholot.
But, all this notwithstanding, (the crcature)
is dead and not alive.

Nevertheless it is clear that, even according
to Hakham Zevi, the vitality manifested
by the recipient of an artificial heart is not
in the category of pirkus. This may be
demonstrated on the basis of a number of
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talmudic sources which, absent such con-
clusion, would contradict thc thesis enun-
ciated by Hakham Zevi. The Gemara,
Hulln 33a, states:

R. Aha bar Jacob said: One may infer from
the ruling of R. Simeon ben Lakish that a
Jew may he invited to partake of internal
organs, but a gentile may not be invited to
partake of internal organs. What is the
reason? For a Jew, the matter is contingent
upon the act of slaughter; since the animal
has becn properly slaughtered it is permitted
(to .Jews). For gentiles stabbing is sufficient
and the matter is contingent upon death (of
the animal). (Therefore) these (internal
organs) are comparable to a limb (cut off)
from a living animaL.

This dictum is predicated upon the pre-
viously announced opinion of R. Simeon
ben Lakish who declared that, upon sev-
erance of the trachea and esophagus, the
internal organs which are suspcnded from
these structures are, for purposes of

halakhic categorization, regarded as hav-

ing been separated from the animal and
"placed in a basket"(ke-manha be-dikula
damya), i.c., they are no longer regarded
as integral to the animal but merely as
rcposing in the body cavity which scrves

them as a "basket." Since these organs are
regarded as having been "removed" from
the animal before it expired, thc organs
are forbidden to gentiles as "a limb cut off
from the living animaL. "19

The heart, which is suspended from
the trachea by means of the bronchial
tubes, is among thc internal organs
regarded as being placed in a basket as a
result ofthc act of slaughter which entails
severance of the trachea. This categoriza-
tion involves acceptance of the principle
that the animal remains alive even though
the heart has bcen removed. Considera-
tion of the heart as having been "placed in
a basket" implies that the heart is no longer
regarded as part of the animaL. Yet, the
internal organs are deemed to be "cut off
from the living animal" despitc thesimul-
taneous "excision" of the heart. This can
only mean that, dcspitc the "removal" of
the heart, the animal is regarded as still
living since, were the animal regarded as
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already dead, the prohibition against par-
taking of "a limb cut off from thc living
animal" would not apply.

Thus, the position ref1ected in Hulln
33a appears to conf1ict with the view
espoused by Hakham Zevi. According to
the Gemara, upon slaughter of the animal,
the heart is deemed to have bccn scparated
from the body and to have been "placed

in a basket," but the animal is nevertheless
rcgarded as yet living. However, for

Hakham Zevi, life can no longer be present
subsequent to the removal of the heart.
According to Hakham Zevi, the prohibi-
tion against "a limb cut off from the living
animal" should not apply. In declaring
the prohibition applicable to internal
organs subsequent to severance of the
trachea, the Gemara seems, in effect, to
adopt thc position that life persists sub-
sequent to the removal of the heart.

A similar apparent contradiction to
Hakham Zevi's thesis emerges from the
discussion of the Gemara, Hullin 121 b:

R. Oshaia taught: If a Jew slaughtered an
unclean animal on behalf of a gentile, upon
cutting both (the trachea and the esophagusJ
or the greater part of both, eveo though (the
animall still convulses, it conveys the un-
cleanliness of a foodstuff but not the

uncleanliness of carrion. A limb severed from
it is regarded as severed from the living

animal and is forbidden to J\oachides even
after life has departed (from the animal).

Here, again, it is evident that the Gemara
assumes that life persists subsequent to
the slaughter of the animal even though
the heart is deemed to have been excised
and "placed in a basket" by virtue of thc
act of slaughter. Similarly, the Mishnah,
Gitlin 70b, declares:

If both (the trachea and the esophagus) or
the major portion of both were cut and hc

declared, "Write a bill of divoree for my
wife" they may write and deliver (thc bill of
divorce J.

Again, we are confronted by the identical
problem. If the trachea and the esophagus
have been severed, the heart must be
deemed to have been "placed in a basket."
If, as is the opinion of Hakham Zevi,

there is no possibility of life in the absence
of a heart, and, as is evident, from Hulln
33a, severance of the trachea and the

esophagus is tantamount to excision of
the heart, how is it possible to execute a
valid get on behalf of a person who has
the halakhic status of a corpse?

The matter may, however, be placed
in proper perspective upon examination
of the comments of Rabbenu Nissim and
R. Menahem Me'iri, their respective
commentaries on Hulln 32b. The Gemara,
Hulln 32b, states: "R. Simeon ben Lakish
said, 'If he severed the trachea and after-
wards pierced the lung (before hc cut thc
esophagus) the slaughter is valid.'" This
dictum demonstrates that subsequent to
severance of the trachea the lung is
regarded as though it has been "placed in
a basket." Ordinarily, piercing thc lung of

an animal renders the animal a treifah
and its mcat unfit for consumption. In the
case dcscribed by R. Simcon ben Lakish,
the esophagus had not been severed and

the act of slaughter remained incomplete.
Neverthclcss, the perforation of the lung

is of no import. Rashi explains that, since
the lung is suspendcd from the trachea,
upon severance of the trachea, the lung is
regarded as having been removed in its
entirety from the animal and "placed in a
basket." Hence, since the lung is no longer
an integral part of the animal, perforation
of the lung cannot render the animal a
treifah. The lung, in effcct, is regarded as
having been completely removed and its
disposition no longer has any effect upon
thc animaL. Rabbenu Nissim, Hiddushei
ha-Ran, ad locum, cites the comment of
an anonymous early authority to the effect
that, similarly, perforation ofthe heart or
of the liver subsequent to the severance of
the trachea does not rcnder the animal a

treifah "for all that is suspended from the
trachea derives its vitality from it."
Rabbcnu J\issim himsclf disagrees with
this position and states that the heart

cannot bc deemed to have bcen "placed in
a basket." Rabbenu Nissim reasons that
severance of the trachea cannot be re-
garded as tantamount to removal of the
heart "for if the animal is completely dead
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how would the severance of the esophagus
render the animal permissible?" The thrust
of Rabbenu Nissim's argument is that,
were the animal to be dccmed to be dead
by virtue of the severance of the trachea
(which, on the basis of the principle
ke-manha be-diku/a damya is tantamount
to excision of thc heart), no act of slaughter
could possibly be valid unless both thc
trachea and the esophagus were severed

simultaneously. Slaughter of an animal
requires the severing of both the trachca
and the esophagus but they need not

neccssarily be severed simultaneously. In
the case described in Hul/in 32b, the lung
was perforated subsequcnt to severance

of the trachea but prior to cutting the

esophagus. But since severing the trachea,
which is tantamount to excision of the
heart, has the effect of "killing" the
animal, the subscquent severing of the
esophagus is performcd on an already
"dead" animal and, logically, should be of
no effect.

A twentieth-ccntury scholar, R. Mena-
chem Kashcr, Teshuvot Divrei Menahem,
I, Hoshen Mishpat, no. 27,20 suggests that
the disagreement between the two posi-
tions recordcd by Hiddushei ha- Ran lies
in acceptancc or rejection of Hakbam
Zcvi's thesis, According to the first opinion
recorded by Rabbenu 'Iissim, life
continues to be present even subscqucnt
to "removal" of the heart by means of
scvcrance of the trachea and, hence,

completion of the act of slaughter by

severing the esophagus rcnders the animal
permissible. The second opinion, i,e., the
position espoused by Rabbenu Nissim
himself, also recognizes that slaughter can
be performed only on a living animaL. For
this reason the sccond opinion maintains
that, since the act of slaughter obviously
cannot be performed on a dead animal, it
follows that scvcrance of the trachca

cannot cause the hcart to be deemed to
havc bccn "placed in a basket." If that
were indccd the case severancc of the
esophagus would be of no avaiL. Accord-
ingly, Rabbi Kasher asserts that, in
exprcssing his view with regard to the
impossibility of survival in the absence of
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a heart, Hakham Zevi follows the second
opinion record cd by Rabbenu Nissim.

This analysis is most unlikely. It is
highly improbable that Hakham Zevi,
who maintained that his thesis was empir-
ical in nature, would concede that these
early authorities are in disagreemcnt with
regard to what he perceived to be a matter
of objective reality rathcr than with regard
to a point of law. This objection acquires
enhanced cogency in light of Hakham
Zevi's statement in Teshuvot Hakham
Zevi, no. 77, to the effect that, not only is
life contingcnt upon the heart, but that
"with regard to this no pcrson has ever

disagreed." Moreover, according to this
analysis of the sccond position advanced
by Rabbenu Nissim, it follows that,
although it is forbidden to invite a gentile
to partakc of intcrnal organs of a non-

kosher animal, it is nevertheless permitted
to invitc a gentile to partake of the heart
of such an animaL. A position of this
nature is not found in the writings of any
rabbinic decisor, i.e., there exists no
statement to the effect that the heart is not
included among the internal organs which
may not be presented to a gentile.
Moreover, the previously cited statements
of the Gemara, Hu/ln 33a and Gitlin 70b,
appear to contradict the first position
recorded by Rahbenu Nissim.

In order properly to undcrstand

Hakham Zevi's thesis it would appear that
a sharp distinction must bc drawn bctween
actual, physical excision of the heart and
a situation in which the heart is not physi-
cally separatcd from the body but, for
purposes of establishing thc rclcvant
halakhah, is regarded as having been

"placed in a basket." Indeed, it is undeni-
able that, even subsequent to severance of
the trachca, the heart not only remains

physically attachcd to the body but also
continues to pump blood through the cir-
culatory systcm. In this regard, the heart
is distinguishable from the lung whose
primary attachment to thc body is by
means of the trachea and which cannot
continue to perform respiratory functions
subsequent to severance of the trachea.

Bearing this point in mind, it is pos-
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sible to explain the controversy between
Rabbenu Nissim and the anonymous
author of the first opinion citcd by him
with regard to whether the heart must be
deemed to have becn "placed in a basket."
The anonymous first authority cited by
Rabbenu Nissim maintains that the heart
is dccmed to have bccn "placed in a basket"
upon severance of the trachea, even
though it is still attachcd to the body by
means of a yet functioning circulatory
system. Rabbenu Nissim himself main-
tains that, in lightlDfthe continued attach-
ment of the heart to thc body by means of
the circulatory system and by virtue of its
continucd functionality, thc heart cannot
be deemed to have been "placed in a
basket" simply because the trachea has
been scvered. Nevertheless, even the
anonymous authority who espouses the
first opinion would concede that, since
the heart continues to function, life
remains present in the animaL. Therefore,
cven though thc heart is regarded as hav-
ing been "placcd in a basket," the animal
is nevertheless not regarded as dead.

Accordingly, a limb severed from the

animal is regarded by the Gemara, Hullin
33a, as ha ving been severcd from a living
animaL. Similarly, a human being whose
trachea has been severed is stil regarded
as alivc and retains capacity to execute a
get, as is evident from the statement of the
Gemara, Gitlin 70b. According to Hakham
Zevi, this would not be thc case in a situa-
tion in which the heart has been physically
excised. In thc latter case, sincc the heart
has becn totally separated from the body
and has entirely ceased to function, it is
impossiblc, according to Hakham Zevi,
for any rcsidual vitality to remain. Thus,
Hakham Zevi's comments must be undcr-
stood as applying only to situations in
which the heart has been physically
removed, but not to situations in which,
only as a halakhic construct, is the heart
deemed to have been "placed in a basket."

This distinction finds support in thc
comments of Me'iri, Hul/n 33a:

Since we have explained that, whencver the
trachea is severed, the lung is regarded as if
it is placed in a baskct, some are of the

opinion that even if one were to come and
remove it totally before the esophagus is
severed (the slaughter) is valid. But this is
not at all correct. . . . The principle is stated
only with regard to perforation (of the lung;
vi!.,) that (the animal) is not rcndered a
treilah in that manner since perforation and
other treifot do not kill immediately, but
whencver (the lung) is totally removed (the
animal) dies before slaughter and there is no
doubt that it is carrion.

In these comments, Me'iri distinguishcs,
even with rcgard to the lung, between

mere perforation of the lung subsequent
to severance of the trachca and actual

removal of the lung. In the casc of the
former, the animal is not a treifah because,
as indicated by the Gemara, the lung is
regarded as having already been "placed

in a basket." Nor is the animal rcgarded
as already dead on the basis of what is
only "constructive" placement in a basket.
Howevcr, declares Me'iri, if the lung is
removed subsequent to severance of the
trachea, but before sevcrance of the esoph-
agus, the animal is neveilah, or carrion.
The animal is regarded as having died
immediately upon removal of the lung
prior to sevcrance of the esophagus since
the animal cannot survive thc physical
rcmoval of the lung. Indeed, Me'iri's posi-
tion parallels that of Hakham Zevi:
Hakham Zevi asserts that survival without
a heart is impossible; Me'iri, in effect,
declares that, similarly, survival without
a lung is impossiblc.

It should also be noted that therc is
no evidence that the author of thc first
opinion cited by Me'iri disagrees with

Hakham Zevi. The anonymous author of
the first opinion asserts only that the
animal may survive for at least a brief
period subsequent to removal of the lung
and, accordingly, the animal is rendered
permissible for food if the esophagus is
severed durng that period. A similar
statement is not made with regard to
removal of the heart; the authority who
espouses that opinion may well agree that
rcmoval of thc heart results in instan-
tanteous death so that severance of the

esophagus is of no avaiL.
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Me 'iri's comments certainly support a
distinction between actual physical re-
moval of an organ and what may be
termed "constructive" removal of the
organ. Constructivc rcmoval denotes a

situation in which a halakhic status of

removal is posited on the basis of intcr-
pretation and analysis of attendant cir-
cumstances. In a situation of constructive
removal of the heart, the heart rcmains in
situ but, for purposes of Halakhah, is

regarded "as if" it werc placed in a basket.
Thus, Hakham Zevi's statement rcgarding
the impossibility of life in the absence of a
heart may be viewed as applying only to
physical removal of the heart but not to
situations in which the heart is only
regarded "as if" it wcrc placed in a basket.

However, merely to draw a distinc-
tion betwecn actual and constructive
removal of the hcart is not to present a
conceptual basis for that distinction.
Hakham Zcvi recognizes that it is entirely
possible that movement may be manifest
in various organs and limbs of the body
cvcn subsequent to physical rcmoval of
the heart. Such motion is dismissed by

Hakham Zevi as "the convulsive move-
ment referred to in Oholot, but neverthe-
less (the animal) is dead and not alive."
Although severance of the trachea renders
the heart "as if" it werc placed in a basket,
it would be possible similarly to charac-
terize the residual motion manifest after
severance of the trachea as "convulsive

movemcnt"which is not at all an indicator
of the prescnce of life. Yet, as has bcen
shown earlier, in situations in which the
heart remains in situ, but is regarded "as
if" it were already placed in a basket, the
animal is regarded as still living.

The Mishnah, Oholot 1:6, states,
"And likewise cattle and wild beasts. . . if
the heads have been severed, they are
unclean (as carrion) even if they move
convulsively like the tail of a newt (or a
lizard) that twitches spasmodically after
being cut off." Decapitation is hcrc

depictcd as a definitive indication that
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death has occurred, But decapitation is
hardly the only recognized symptom of
death. The Gemara, Yoma 85a, posits
other indicators of death as well. The case
in point conccrns an individual trapped

under a fallen building. Sincc desecration
of the Sabbath is mandated even on the
mere chance that a human life may be
preserved, the dcbris of a collapsed build-
ing must be cleared away even if it is
doubtful that the person under the rubble
is still alive. However, once it has been
determined with certainty that the person
has expired, no further violation of
Sabbath regulations may be sanctioned.
The question which then ariscs is how
much of the body must be uncovcrcd in
order to ascertain that death has in fact
occurred? The Gemara citcs two opinions
with regard to that question. The first
opinion citcd by the üemara maintains
that the nose must bc uncovered and the
victim of the accident pronounced dead
only if no sign of respiration is found at
the nostrils. A second opinion maintains
that examination of the chest for the
absence of a heartbeat is sufficicnt to
determine that death has occurred. It is
evident that both opinions regard respira-
tion as the crucial symptom indicating the
existence of life. Hence both opinions
agree that abscnce of respiration at the
site of the nostrils is a sufficient criterion
of death. The second opinion merely adds
that absencc of a heartbeat is also to be
deemed sufficient evidence that death has
actually occurred. This is evidcnt from
the statcment of R. Papa quoted by thc
üemara in clarification of this contro-
versy. R. Papa states that therc is no dis-
agreement between the two opinions in
instances in which the body is uncovered
"from the top down." In such cases the
absence of respiration is regarded by all
as conclusivc in nature. The dispute,
declares R. Papa, is limited to situations
in which the body is uncovered "from the
bottom up" and thus the heart is un-
covered first. The controversy in such
cases is whether the absence of a heartbeat
is sufficient evidence, in and of itself, to
establish that death has occurred, or
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whether further evidence is required, viz.,
uncovering of the nostrils. The necessity
for examination of the nostrils is based
upon the assumption that it is possible for
life to exist even though such lifc may be
undetectable by mcans of examination of
the chest for the presence of a heartbeat.
Rashi succinctly comments that the first
opinion maintains that examination of
the chest is insufficient to determinc

whether or not life is present "for at times
life is not evident at the heart but is evident
at thc nose."

It would appear that reflected in thcse
two sources, Oholot 1:6 and Yoma 85a,
arc two independent criteria, either of
which is sufficient to establish that death
has occurred: (I) decapitation; and (2) ces-
sation of cardiac activity as manifest by
absence of respiration.

R. Moshe Sofer, Teshuvot Hatam

Sofer, Yoreh De'ah, no. 338, posits a tri-
partite test to be utilized in determining
whether or not dcath has occurred. Hatam
Sofer declares, "But in any case, once (the
patient) lies as an inanimatc stone and
there is no pulsation whatsoever, and if
subsequently respiration ceases we have
only the words of our holy Torah that he
is dead." Hatam Sofer adds a further cri-
terion in addition to those found in Yuma
85a, viz., absence of all bodily movement
with the result that the patient lies "as an

inanimate stone." The other criteria pos-
ited by Hatam Sofer are based upon the
discussion in Yoma 85a. The absence of
pulsation required by Hatam Sofer is
clearly synonymous with cessation of
cardiacactivity.lIatam Sofer requires that

the absence of detectable cardiac activity
must be accompanied by cessation of res-
piration in accordancc with the opinion
recorded in Yuma 85a which maintains
that examination of the area surrounding
thc hcart is not to bc rclied upon since, at
times, a heartbeat may indeed be present
but not be discernible. In this ruling
Hatam Sofer follows thc position of
Rambam, Hi/khot Shabbat 2: 19, Shulhan
Arukh. Orah Hayyim 329:4, and other
codifiers who rule in accordance with the
opinion that examination of the nostrils

is an absolute requirement. Thus, accord-
ing to Hatam Sofer, death may be pro-
nounced only upon manifestation of three
criteria: (I) cessation of all bodily move-
ment; (2) absence of pulsation; and
(3) total absence of respiration.

Although Yoma 85a fails to specify
absence of bodily motion as a necessary
criterion of death, it is certain that the
source of Hatam Sofer's postion is Rashi's
elucidation of that text. Commenting on
the Gemara's query, "How far must he
examine?" Rashi remarks, "If (the victim)
appears as dead, (i.e.,) he does not move
his limbs." The clear inferencc to bc drawn
from Rashi's commcnt is that, if animation
is manifest in muscular movcment, thc
victim is perforce known to be alive.
Further examination is pointless since an
individual in such a state cannot be pro-
nounccd dead on the basis of the absence
of detectable signs of cardiac or respira-
tory activity. This, however, does not
rcsolve the problem; it merely pushes the
problem back one step. Hatam Sufer may
well have rclicd upon Rashi's statcment,
but on what basis did Rashi determine

that absence of bodily movement is a
necessary condition of death?

Careful examination of the words of
the Mishnah, Oholot i :6, yields a ready
source for Rashi's position. The Mishnah
states, "If their heads arc severed they
defile (as carrion) cven though they move
convulsively in a manner similar to the
tail of a newt which convulses." The

Mishnah carefully distinguishes between
convulsive movcment (pirkus) and move-
ment which is indicative of animation
produced by vital forces. This distinction
is evidenced by the Mishnah's catcgoriza-
tion of convulsive movement as compar-
able to the reflexive, twitching motion of
the severed tail of a newt. Thc neccssity
for such a distinction can only reflect the
antecedent premise that bodily movcmcnt
is ordina rily a sufficient criterion of the
continued presence of life. Thus, there
ariscs a need for a distinction bctwccn

motion which is a veridical criterion of
life and mere pirkus, or convulsive move-
ment, which is not a sign of vital anima-
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tion. Accordingly, Rashi comments that
other criteria of death assume significance
only if thc victim or patient appcars to be
dead as evidenced by the fact that "he
does not move his limbs" because, in the
case of a person who has not been decapi-
tated, bodily movement, in and of itself, is
an absolute sign of vitality.

Indeed, of necessity, the Mishnah
must be construed as serving to cstablish
the principle that motion constitutes a
sufficient indicator of life. Were this not
the primary thrust of the Misbnah, the

explanatory phrase "even though thcy
convulse. . ." would be entirely super-
fluous. Assuming, as we must, that, in
accordance with Yoma 85a, the Mishnah
rccognizes that absencc of respiration
constitutes a necessary critcrion of death,
a decapitated animal would perforce be
deemed to be dead wcrc absence of res-
piration, in and of itself, a sufficient
criterion of dcath since, obviously, a

decapitated animal cannot breathe. Hence,
a formulation of a distinction between

vital and non-vital movement would bc
entirely superfluous. At most, the Mishnah
might have incorporated an explanatory

phrase to thc effect that "even though
they convulse they defile (as carrionl for
respiration has ceased" without finding it
necessary to stress that convulsive movc-
ment is not indicative of the presence of
rcsiduallife forces.

It may further be argued that Yoma
85a does not serve to establish criteria of
dcatb independent of the critcrion re-
corded in Oholot 1:6 with the effect that
dcath is defined as eithcr ccssation of car-
diac activity, as evidenccd by absence of
respiration, or as decapitation. Rather, it
may be postulated that thc essential cri-
terion of death is cessation of all bodily
movement. Thus, decapitation may be
viewed, not as constituting death merely
by reason of severance of the head from
the body, but because decapitation causcs
cessation of all vital motion. As evident
from the cxplanatory phrase of the
Mishnah in Oholot. were subscqucnt

convulsive movements to be regarded as
vital movemcnt, decapitation, in and of
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itself, would not constitute death. Thus,
the essential distinction between a living
creature and a corpse is that the lattcr lies
as an "inanimatc stone." Accordingly,
ncithcr respiration nor cardiac activity
need bc vicwcd as unique activitics indi-
cating the presence of life, but merely as
spccific forms of bodily movemcnl. Hence,
whcncver either cardiac or rcspiratory
activity is present, the organism must be
rcgarded as yet animate on thc basis of
bodily movement that is indicative of the
presence of vital forces.

Placed in this contcxt, Rashi's com-
ment declaring that examination for signs
of cardiac and rcspiratory activity is
required only when the victim shows no
evidence of movement and appears as an
"inanimate stone"scrvcs not only to qual-
ify the discussion in Yoma 85a but also to
provide thc framcwork for a conceptual
understanding of the critcria posited by
Yuma 85a. Rashi's comment underscores
the notion that bodily movement is the
essential symptom of lifc and that when-
cver such motion is present the patient is
ipsofacto alive. Yoma 85a serves to estab-
lish that movement as an indicator of life
is not restricted to gross motion of limbs,
but includes the more subtle and spon-
taneous motion of the pulsating heart and
respiring lungs as welL.

This understanding of the absencc of
motion as the essential criterion of death
yields an obvious distinction betwccn

physical removal of the heart and sever-
ance of the trachea. According to Hakham
Zevi, life cannot persist subsequent to
actual removal of the heart for the simple
reason that continucd vital motion bc-

comes impossible. Although severancc of
the trachca rcsults in a situation in which
the heart is dccmcd to havc bcen "placcd
in a basket" such determination is a

halakhic construct and, as such, is ger-
mane only to mattcrs of purcly halakhic
concern, viz., whether the heart is deemed
to bc intcgrated within the body or is
deemed to be disassociated from the body.
The question of whethcr an organism is
alivc or dcad is not at all contingcnt upon
a determination of whether the heart is
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deemed to be an intcgral part ofthe body.
It is not removal ofthe heart qua removal
that causes death, but the cessation of

motion following loosely in the wake of
such removal that is the criterion of
death. Hence, severance of the trachea
may serve also to separate the heart from
thc body (rendering it as if "placed in a
basket") for all matters pertaining to con-
tiguity of thc various organs; but severance
ofthe trachea is irrelevant to a determina-
tion of the occurrence of death because
the heart, although it may be decmcd to
have been "removed, II nevertheless con-
tinues to perform all cardiac functions.
Since the hcart continues to beat normally,
continued cardiac "movement" serves as
an indicator that life is yet present.

Hakham Zevi's thesis to the effect that no
creature can survive without a heart must
be understood as applying only to situa-
tions in which the heart is physically

detached and removed from the body in a
manner which prevents the heart from
animating the body with the result that all
bodily motion cbbs. Werc the dctached
heart somehow capable of causing motion
to persist in the body there would be no
reason to reach a dctermination that death
has occurred. Precisely such a situation
arises upon severance of the trachea.
Halakhically, thc hcart may bc vicwcd as
detached, but, empirically, the organism
remains capable of motion and hence the
individual is deemed to be alive. Thus a
gentile may not be invited to partake of
the organs of a non-kosher animal which
has been slaughtered, but which has not
yet died, because the animal remains alive
despite severance of the trachea.

This, then, is precisely the position
espouscd by the anonymous exponent of
the first opinion cited by Rabbenu Nissim
who maintains that perforation of the
heart subscquent to severance of the

trachea does not render the animal a
treifah. According to that view, sincc thc
trachea has alrcady bccn scvercd by the
act of slaughter, perforation of the heart
is tantamount to perforation of a heart
already "placed in a basket" and no longcr
an integral part of the animaL. Hence,

perforation of the heart does not render
the animal a treifah. Nevertheless, the
animal is not deemed to have expired since
the heart continues to function. Therefore,
the animal is not regarded as carrion and
the act of slaughter may be completed. If,
however, the heart wcrc to be completely
severed from the body and physically
removed prior to completion of the act of
slaughter, i.e., prior to the severing of
both the trachca and the esophagus, the

animal would indeed be dcemed to be
carrion. This is so since, by virtue of
removal of the heart, the animal has,
according to Hakham Zevi, been put to
death prior to the completion ofthc act of
sla ugh ter.

Rabbenu Nissim himself disagrees
with this position and asserts that the heart
is never to be regarded "as if it had been
placed in a basket." Rabbenu Nissim
apparently æasons that recognition that
the animal has, in fact, not died, as evi-
denced by thc fact that the heart continues
to pump blood through the circulatory
system, logically entails acccptance of the
position that thc hcart is not already "in a
basket" but continues to function as an

integral part of the organism. Hence, in
the opinion of Rabbenu Nissim, so long
as the heart remains attached to the body
and functions as the animating force of
the circulatory system, it is deemed to be
an intcgral of the body even though it is
no longer attached to the body by means
of the trachea. According to Rabbenu
Nissim, the heart cannot be deemed to
have been "placed in a basket" so long as
the circulatory systcm is operative. Hence,
according to Rabbenu Nissim, perforation
of the heart in such circumstance renders
the animal a treifah.

This consideration obviously does

not pertain in situations in which the hcart
has been completely dctached and re-
moved from the body cavity subsequent
to severance of the trachea. According to
the opinion cited by Mc'iri, thc idcntical
considerations apply to the lung as well

and the animal is deemed to have suc-
cumbed immediately upon physical re-
moval of thc lungs. Thus, both positions
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recorded by Rabbenu :'issim as well as
the opinion cited by Me'iri are entircly
compatible with the thcsis advanced by
Hakham Zevi.

Acceptance of the explanation that
the presence of cardiac activity is not a
unique indicator of the presence of life,
but rather that it is simply a form of
movement indicative of the presence of
vital forccs, yields a significant point with
regard to the status of a patient during
surgcry undertaken for implantation of
an artificial heart. It has previously been
established that only irrevcrsible cessa-
tion of vital functions-as distinct from
transitory, reversible cessation of such
functions~is indicative of death. Since
cardiac activity occupics no privileged

position in the determination of death,
and since it is not the mere presence of the
heart or the function of the heart as a

unique organ which is the essential indi-
cator of life, but rather the "movcment"
of the heart as a form of integrated, vital
movcment of the organism which indicates
that life is present, it follows that tem-
porarycessation of cardiac activity during
the course of a surgical procedure is

neither causc nor evidencc of death. In
such procedures the integrated vital move-
ments of the body are not permanently

halted; they are merely tcmporarily inter-
rupted. Since "movement" is indeed re-
stored to the body and it is precisely
integrated, vital movcmcnt which is the
essence of lifc, whether such movement is
produced by a natural heart or by an
artificial organ is of no moment. So long
as animation can be restored, lifc has not
yet ebbed. Implantation of an artificial
heart has the effect of restoring animation;
the movcmcnt restored by means of
implantation of an artificial heart is not
mere convulsive motion but is vital in
nature.

The conclusion that such motion is
not merc pirkus, or convulsive movement,
is evident from the commcnts of Rambam
in his Commentary on the lifishnah,
Oholot 1:6. Rambam distinguishes vital
movement from convulsive movement by
postulating that vital movement is "the
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motor force which diffuses throughout
the limbs from a single root and source."
It is clear that such integratcd motion is
manifested by the recipient of an artificial
heart. To be sure, Hakham Zevi does
declare that in the absencc of a heart it is
impossible for any creature to survive.
However, it is ccrtain that Hakham Zevi's
comments must be undcrstood as asserting
only that it is impossible for any creature
to live without an organ, or apparatus,
which performs the functions normally
associated with a heart. Hence, absent

any indication of the existence of some
other organ or device, the presence of a
normal biological heart must be inferred
and conclusivcly assumed. Accordingly,
Hakham Zevi ruled that there existed no
basis for a conclusion that thc chicken

brought before him was a treifah. How-
ever, there is no reason to assume that
Hakham Zevi would deny thc possibility
that life might be sustained by means of a
transplanted heart or by means of an
artificial apparatus. Ccrtainly, if it is
"movement" in general, rather than car-
diac movement spccifically, which is the
primary indicator of life, whether the
sourcc of that "movement" is natural or
artificial is immateriaL. The crucial point
established by Hakham Zevi is that thcrc
is no life in the absence of intcgrated vital
movcment, and, conversely, whcnever
such "movement" is present, life exists.

VI

The question which remains to be resolved
is whether or not the recipient of either an
artificial heart or a cadaver transplant is
to be regarded as a treifah. A treifah is an
animal or human being suffering thc loss
or perforation of certain organs. The

condition may be the product of congeni-
tal anomaly or the result of trauma.

Animals in the category of treifah are ipso
facto non-kosher and their meat may not
be consumed. In the case of human beings
this question is of significance solely with
regard to whether the murder of such a
person is a capital crime sincc, in Jewish
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law, the murder of a treifah is a form
of non-capital homicide. The Gemara,
Sanhedrin 78a, declares:

Our Sages taught: If ten men struck a man
with ten staves, whether simultaneously or
one after the other, and he died, they are not
liable. R. Judah ben Batyra said, if one after
the other, the last is culpable because he
hastened Lthe victim'sJ death. R. Johanan
said: Both engaged in exegetical interpreta-
tion of the same verse, "and he that killeth
ko! nefesh (lit., 'all life'l of man shall surely
be put to death"(Levitieus 24: 17). The Sages
maintain that ko! nefesh limits (culpabilityJ
to (the taking ofJ the whole life; R. Judah
ben Batyra maintains that kot nefesh (im-
plicsJ whatever there is of life.

Raba said: All agree that one who kills
a treifah is not liable: (and thatJ if he slew a
person who is moribund (gases) by virtue of
an act of God (Iit., at the hands of HeavenJ
he is culpable. They disagree only with regard
to a person who is moribund as a result of a
human act (lit., at the hands of man): One
likens him to a treifah and (hence J his slayer
is exempt, the other likens him to a person
who is moribund by virtue of an act of God
flit., at the hands of HeavenJ and (hence J his
slayer is culpable.

In a three-part article which appeared in
Ha- Tzofeh (8 Tevet, 15 Tevet and 22

Tevet, 5743), Rabbi Shlomoh Goren
attempts to define thc phrase "at the hands
of Heaven" in a rather novel manner.

Rabbi Goren argues that the term "at
thc hands of Heavcn" as employed in
Sanhedrin 78a is to be understood in pre-
cisely the same manner as it is understood
in thc context of an entirely unrelated

discussion recorded in Yevamot 75b. The
Gemara, Yevamut 75b, states that, al-
though Scripture dcclares that a person
who has "wounded testicles" is forbidden
to engage in scxual intercoursc (Deuter-
onomy 23:2), the prohibition is limited
to wounds suffered "at the hands of man."
However, onc who has been wounded "at
the hands of Heaven"is not subject to this
restriction. Rashi and Rosh define the
term "at the hands of Heaven" as connot-
ing injuries suffered as a result of "thunder
or hail" or a condition which is the result
of congenital anomaly. However, Ram-
bam, Hi/khat Issurei Bi'ah 16:9, states

that the concept of an injury sustained "at
the hands of Heaven" also cncompasses

damage sustained as a result of any illness
or physiological disordcr. This position is
accepted by Shulhan Arukh, Even ha- Ezer

5: 10. Rabbi Gorcn states:

According to the opinion of Rambam and
those who follow his position, in every
instance the severance of an organ as a result
of disease in that organ is deemed to be a
wound at the hands of Heaven and (the
individualJ is fit (to engage in intercourse).
But, according to the opinion of Rashi, since
the surgical procedure and severance of the
organ is performed at the hands of man,
even though the removal is necessary by
virtue of an illness at the hands of Heaven,
the matter is considered as if it had occurred
at the hands of man. The same is true with
regard to our case, (viz.,J one who kills a
person possessing an artificial heart. It has
been demonstrated that one who kills a
treifah at the hands of man is liable to capital
punishment at the hands ofthc Bet Din, but
the slayer of a treifah at the hands of Heaven
is exempt from punishment by man but liable
at the hands of Heaven. The same is true
with regard to one who slays a person who
possesses an artificial heart since the implan-
tation is the result of a grave cardiac ilness
which arises in a natural manner at the hands
of Heaven. According to the opinion of
Rambam, one who slays (such an individualJ
is liable to the death penalty even at the
hands of the Sanhedrin and is judged as an
outright murdercr. But, according to Rashi
and Rosh and those who follow their opin-
ion, one who slays a person possessing an
artificial heart will be exonerated from the
death penalty at the hands of the Bet

Din... .

The vicw cxprcsscd by Rabbi Goren is
obviously predicated upon thc interpreta-
tion of Rambam's position advanced by
Teshuvot Hatam Soler, Even ha-Ezer, I,
no. 17. According to Hatam Safer,
Rambam maintains that a surgeon's
rcmoval of the testes for thcrapcutic rea-
sons is considered to be "wounding at the
hands of Hcavcn." However, other author-
ities assert that, even according to Ram-
barn, whenever removal of the testes is
accomplished surgically, the "wounding"
is deemed to be "at the hands of man"
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even if performed for therapcutic
purposes.

However, Rabbi Goren's position is
subject to challenge on more fundamental
grounds. The distinction drawn by the
Gemara, Yevamot 75b, between a wound
sustained "at the hands of man" and a
wound sustained at the hands of Heaven
is limited in application. That distinction
serves to delineate the prohibition against
sexual intercourse on the part of an indi-
vidual who has sustained an injury to the
genital organs but is of absolutely no

import with regard to the distinction
drawn in Sanhedrin 78a bctwccn a pcrson
rendered moribund "at the hands of man"
and onc rcndcrcd moribund "at thc hands
of Heaven." The distinction is entirely
understandable with regard to the halakhic
disabilities associated with wounds to the
genitalia but lacks cogency with regard to
culpability for the slaying of a moribund
person.

SeIer ha-Hinnukh, no. 559, states that
the prohibition against intercourse by a

person wounded in the genital organs is
designed to impose sanctions against those
who would cause intentional damage to
their sexual organs. It was the wont of
monarchs in antiquity to emasculate ser-
vants in order to create eunuchs who were
then placed in charge of the royal harems.
Persons contcmplating such a procedure
would not be prepared to accept the onus
of a stricture prohibiting intercoursc and
hence thc cffcct of the prohibition is to
prevent intentional damage to sexual
organs. SeIer ha-Hinnukh concludcs his
comments with the statement that this
explanation serves to illuminate the ha-
lakhic distinction between an individual
who is wounded "at the hands of man"
and one who is wounded "at the hands of
Heaven." Since the purpose is to prcvcnt
intentional emasculation, no purpose
would be served in extending the prohibi-
tion to persons wounded "at the hands of
Heaven. "

In light of SeIer ha-Hinnukh's expo-
sition, Rambam's extension of the concept
of wounding "at the hands of l-caven" to
encompass injury to the genital organs
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sustained as a result of illness or disease
(and, as understood by Hatam Suler, even
to surgical removal of the genital organs
for thcrapeutic purposes) is readily under-
standable. Thus, according to this posi-
tion, the primary distinction between a
wound sustained "at the hands of man"
and a wound sustained at "at the hands of
Heaven" is a distinction bctween inten-
tional injury designed to destroy repro-
ductive capacity and unintentional, un-
desired injury born of illness or disease.
Such considerations are entirely irrelevant
to the definition of a "goses at the hands
of man" as distinct from a "goses at the
hands of Heaven."

Moreover, the essence of thc distinc-
tion bet ween a "goses at the hands of
man" and a "goses at the hands of Heaven"
is expressly formulated by the Gemara,
Sanhedrin ?Sa. In the discussion of the
dispute bctween the Sages and R. .Judah
bcn Batyra regarding ten men who struck
a man with ten staves the Gemara states:

One likens him to a treifah, the other likens
him to a person who is rendered moribund
at the hands of Heaven. He who likens him
to a treifah, why docs he not liken him to a
person rendered a gases at the hands of

Heaven? (Because) a goses at the hands of
Heaven has not sustained an (injurious) act;
hut an (injurious) act has been done to this
one. And he who likens him to a gases at the
hands of Heaven, why does he not liken him
to a treifah'-A treifah has his vital organs

eut, but this one has not had his vital organs
cut.

It is evident that the murdercr of a "goses
at the hands of Heaven" is liable to the
death pcnalty bccause the goses is decmed
to bc fully alive even though moribund.
In every case in which a life is destroyed
by mcans of an act of murder it is only
residual longevity which is extingushed.
In every instance the residual longevity

constitutes the entire life-complement of
the victim. Destruction of such life-
complemcnt by a singlc aggrcssor consti-
tutes homicide. Thus the murdcrer of a
newly born child and the murderer of an
octogenarian arc cqually liablc despite the
disparatc lie-expectancy of the respcctive
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victims. Homicide is dcfincd as tbe tcrmi-
nation of human lifc through an act of
man regardless of the lie-expectancy of
thc victim. Thc murderer of a "goses at
the hands of Heaven"is culpablc bccausc
the moribund individual is yet alive and
thc bricflife span available to him consti-
tutes an entire life-complement insofar as
the victim is concerned. Hence the mur-
derer has deprived the victim of the latter's
full longevity anticipation, brief as it may
be. The murder of a "goses at the hands of
man" is readily distinguishable. The cul-
pability of the murderer of such an indi-
vidual is a matter of dispute precisely

because the perpetrator is not solely
responsible for extinguishing the victim's
full lie-complement. Since the victim was
already smitten by another aggressor, the
last aggressor has not single-handcdly

deprived the victim of his natural life
cxpcctancy bccausc "an act has been done
to him." In such a case thc lifc-complcmcnt
has been destroyed as the result of the acts
of multiplc individuals. None of the per-
petrators is liable to thc death penalty
since, according to the Sages, capital cul-
pability cxists only when a single aggressor
destroys the entire life-complement of the
victim.

It follows, therefore, that a gravely ill
patient who is rendered moribund by a
surgical procedure must be deemed a
"goses at the hands of man" despite the
therapeutic purpose of the procedure and
the entirely laudable design ofthe surgeon.
The murderer of such a patient has not
deprived the victim of the lattcr's full lifc-
complement since, in point of fact, an
antecedent human act, viz., the surgical
procedure, has contributcd to thc destruc-
tion of the patient's life-complcmcnt. Thc
surgical proccdure clearly constitutes a
human act as a result of which the residual
life is not deemed to be a "whole life."
Hcnce it is absolutely clear that the cul-
pability of the murderer of a person
already rendered moribund (albeit unin-
tentionally) by virtue of an unsuccessful
medical procedure would fall within the
ambit of the controversy between the

Sages and R. Judah ben Batyra.

This point may also be established
on the basis of thc commcnts of Rosh,
Nazir 4b. The Gemara declares that a
Nazirite is not only forbidden to defile
himsclf through tactilc contact with a
corpse but is also forbidden to touch a
goses. Rosh declares that this prohibition
is limited to contact with a "goses at the
hands of Heaven" but does not include
the touching of a "goses at the hands of
man." Teshuvot Hatam Sofer, Yoreh
De'ah, no. 338, explains that, according
to Rosh, contact with agoses "at the hands
of man" is not deemed to constitute
defilement since a goses "at the hands of
man" is not as close to death as is a goses
"at the hands of Heaven." llatam Sofer
expresses amazement because this distinc-
tion, as drawn by Rosh, is the antithesis
of thc distinction drawn by the Gcmara,
Sanhedrin ?Sa, with regard to culpability
for homicidal acts. Similarly, thc author
of thc publishcd marginal glosses on

Rosh's commentary writes that the ration-
ale underlying Rosh's distinction is that a
goses "at the hands of man" is dccmcd to
be endowed with a higher degree of vitality
than is a goses "at the hands of Heaven."
He then proceeds to question the cogency
of Rosh's assessment since "according to
the Sages, whose opinion is normative, a
'goses at the hands of man' is deemed to
be 'a dcad person' which is not the case
with regard to a 'guses at the hands of

Heaven.' "
In an attempt to resolve this diffi-

culty, R. Zevi Hirsch Chajes, in his com-
mentary on Nazir 4a, statcs:

A distinction must be madc: With regard to
capital punishment there is a statutory
requirement as it is written, "ko! nefesh,
whatever there is of life," and henee (absence
of culpability) is contingent upon an act as
Rashi explains ad locum. In the case of a
"goses at the hands of man" an act was done
to him antecedently and therefore one who
kills him has killed a "dead person." This is
not the case with regard to defilement, since
it is predicatcd essentially upon death.

Therefore, (with regard to a "I(oses at the
hands of man") there is the consideration
that (the victim) may havc swooned and
does not yet defile. Whereas L with regard to
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a gases) "at the hands of Heaven," since

there is no external causative act, therefore,
once the illness has become so severe that
(thc patient) is moribund there is no longer
any doubt that criteria of death are present.

It is clear from these comments that a
greater degree of vitality is present in a
"goses at the hands of man "than is present
in a "goses at the hands of Heaven." This
consideration notwithstanding, all are in
agreement that one who slays a "goses at
the hands of Heaven" commits a capital
crime, whereas thc Sages maintain that
one who slays a "goses at the hands of
man" is not liable to capital punishmcnt.
The reason for rcgarding a "goses at the
hands of man" as lacking in "vitality" is
that he has been the victim of an ante-

cedent act of aggression which has resulted
in diminished vitality. Since intent ob-
viously plays no role in detcrmination of
the presence or absence of vitality, a victim
rendered moribund as a rcsult of a surgical
trauma cannot be deemed to bc a "goses
at the hands of Heaven" and hence is not
in the halakhic catcgory of"kol nefesh-a
whole life."

Rabbi Goren's comments are even
more puzzling in vicw of the fact that,
although the Sages and R. Judah ben
Batyra disagrcc with regard to the culpa-
bility of one who kills a "goses at the
hands of man," with regard to the halakhic
status of a treifah there is no distinction
between one who is rendered a treifah "at
the hands ofman"and one who is rcndered
a treifah "at the hands of Heaven." As is
reflected in the rulings of Rambam,
Hi/khot Evel 4:5, and Shulhan Arukh,
Yoreh De'ah 339:1, a moribund pcrson
may acquire the status of a goses even
though no organ is removed or perforated.
A treifah, however, is defined not simply
as one suffering from a terminal malady
but as one suffering the loss or perforation
of specific organs. The slayer of a treifah
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is exempt from capital punishment by
virtue of statutory law which makes no
distinction with rcgard to the source of
such anomaly.

By definition, the recipient of a suc-
ccssful artificial heart implantation is not
moribund and hence is not a goses.
Nevertheless, such a person may be a
treifah. Perforation of the heart renders
the victim a treifah and, afortiori, rcmoval
of a heart would render the patient a
treifah. However, according to Rambam's
definition of treifah, demonstrative suc-
cess of such procedures coupled with

anticipated survival for a significant
period of timc would scrvc to rcmove such
recipients from the category of treifah.
Rambam, Hi/khut Shehitah 10: 12-13,
rules that, with rcgard to animals, the
criteria established by the Gemara with
regard to the delineation of the various

forms of treifah are immutable. However,
with regard to capital homicide, Rambam,
Hi/khot Rotze'ah 2:8, rules:

Every person is presumed to be complete
and his murderer must be put to death unless
it is known with certainty that he is a treifah
and the physicians declare that this trauma
has no cure by human agency and that he
would die of it if he wcrc not killcd in some
other way.

Thus, according to Rambam, with regard
to human beings, determination that the
individual is a treifah is a matter of medical
diagnosis. Therc is litte qucstion that, at
present, the recipient of an artificial heart
must be considered a treifah even accord-
ing to the opinion of Rambam. It is,
however, entirely possible that, with the
passage of time and accompanying ad-
vances in medical technology, the recipient
of an artificial heart may no longer bc
considered a treifah. Under such circum-
stances the murderer of the reci pient of an
artificial heart would be liable to the death
penalty.
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Proceedings, vol. 13, no. I (March, 198 I), p. 203. Some medical centers have, in several
recent years, achieved a one-year survival rate of 75%. See .lack G. Copeland, Robert B.
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Immunosupprcssion," Journal of American Medical Association, vol. 25 I, no. 12 (March
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8. See R. Judah Gershuni, Or ha-Mizrah, Nisan 5729, p. 133, reprinted in idem, Kol
Tzofayikh (Jerusalem, 5740), p. 373; and R. Menachem Kasher, Teshuvot Divrei
Menahem, I, Hoshen Mishpat, no. 27.

9. See Eruvin 65a. It should be noted that numerous rabbinic authorities rule that it is
forbidden to place oneself in a situation in which onc will be exempt from thc fulfillment
of commandments and exonerated from liability for transgression by reason of drunken-
ness or the like. Nevertheless, there may be no prohibition in circumstances such as are
recorded in A1egilah 7b, in which there is no intention to transgress, and indeed in which
it is far from certain that transgression wil occur, particularly when the person is intent
upon fulfilling a mitzvah. R. Zevi Yecheskel Michelson, Teshuvot Tirosh ve- Yitzhar, no.
127, citing Rashi, Kiddushin 33a, declares that inducing a state in which a person is
exempt from fulfillment of commandments is forbidden only when accompanied by
specific intent to secure such exemption. R. Malkiel ZevI Tennenbaum, Teshuvot Divrei
Malki'el, V, no. 148, rules that such conduct is permissible in pursuit of a mitzvah.

10. Cf., however, R. Chaim Kanievsky, Siah ha-Sadeh, Kuntres ha-Likkutim, no. 4, who
endeavors to rebut Birkei Yosef's argument by contending that the Palestinian Talmud is
concerned solely with the question of levirate marriage, and who maintains that, although
the marital relationship is irrevocably severed upon the death of the husband, the condi-
tional divorce is void under such circumstances because the stipulated condition voiding
the divorce was fulfilled.

i i. Similarly, when the halakhically posited criteria of death, including cessation of cardiac
activity, are manifest but the patient is subseiiuently resuscitated it must be assumed that
thc patient was not dead during the intervening interval. See R. Moshe Sternbuch,
Kuntres Ba'ayot ha-Zman be-Hashkafat ha-Torah (Jcrusalcm, 5729), chapter i, p. 9,
and R. Shlomoh Zalman Auerbach, cited by R. Gavriel Kraus, fIa-Ma'ayan, Tishri 5729,
p. 20. Thus, it is only irreversible criteria of death which establish that death has indeed
occurred.

12. R. .lose's refusal to permit remarriage beeausc of the possibility that "miracles befell
him" and that the husband was restored to life appears to contradict the halakhic
principle that notice need not be taken of improbable and unlikely contingencies.

The controversy between R. Jose and R. Haggi can perhaps best be understood in
light of the controversy between early rabbinic authorities with regard to the sequence of
events which will unfold in the eschatological era. Rambam, in his Ma'amar Tehiyat
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ha-Metim, and Ramban, in his Sha'ar ha-Gemul, maintain that resurrection will take
place subsequent to the advent of the Messiah and will ushcr in thc period of the
world-to-comc. Sa'adia Ga'on, in the seventh treatise of his F;munot ve-De'ot, maintains
that there will be two periods of resurrection: the righteous will be restored to life in the
days of the Messiah; others will be resurrected subsequent to the Day of Judgment,
marking the commencement of the period of world-to-come. This is also the view of
R. David ibn Zimra, Teshuvot Radbaz, no. 1,069 (voL. III, no. 644), and appears to be
the position of Tosafot, Pesahim I l4b, s. v. ehad, as well. Cf., also, the position espoused
by R. Abraham ibn Ezra in his commentary on Daniel 12:2.

Categorization of resurrection at the hands of a prophet as improbable, insofar as
halakhic determinations contingent thereupon are concerned, appears to be incontestable
and hence it may be assumed that even R. Jose assigns no halakhic import to that
contingency. However, the advent of the Messiah is not only probable but certain.
Accordingly, it appears to this writer that R. Jose espouses a view similar to that of
Sa 'adia Ga 'on in maintaining that resurrection of at least a portion of Israel will oceur at

the time of the Messiah. Hence, he must consider the possibility that the Messiah may
appear within the twelve-month period stipulated by the husband and the further possi-
bility that the husband may bc among those privileged to be restored to life during that
period. R. Haggi, in disagreeing with R. .Jose, may well have adopted a position similar
to that of Rambam and Ramban, viz., that resurrection wil take place only in conjunction
with thc ushcring in of the period of the world-to-come, a period in which corporeal and
sensual activity will not occur. In rejecting R. Jose's view Rambam is consistent with the
view regarding the time of resurrection expressed in his Ma 'amar Tehiyal ha- Jleiim.

i 3. See also Rambam, Sefer ha-Mitzvot, shoresh 3; cf., however, Sifra, Parashat Tzav
(Leviticus 7:35), scc. 158.

14. An opposing view is espoused by R. Chaim Kanievsky, luc. tit.
15. Cf., however, R_ Abraham Isaiah Karelit7, Hazan Ish, Yoreh De'ah 4: 14, who takes

issue with Kereti u-Peleii in arguing that the chicken thus described is indeed kosher.
Hazon Ish argues that although rcmoval of the heart docs indccd rcndcr thc animal a
treifah, there is no source for a ruling that an anomaly of the heart similarly renders the
animal a treifah.

16. See Oholot 1:6: ". . . and likewise cattle and wild beasts. . . if their heads have been
severed they ate unclean (as carrion) even if they move convulsively after being cut off."
Movement which is not the product of vital forces is not indicative of life; hence if
removal of the heart is ipso facto identified with the occurrence of death, subsequent
implantation of a heart must be regarded either as prolonging "convulsive" movement,
i.e., as "artificial life," or as a form of resurrection.

17. See also R. Chaim Benveniste, Knesset ha-Gedolah, Yureh De'ah 40; R. Joscph Saul
Nathanson, Sho'e1 u-Meshiv, Mahadura Tinyana, IV, no. 108; and R. Shalom Mordecai
Schwadron, Da'at Torah, Yoreh De'ah 40:8.

i 8. See abovc, note Ii.
i 9. For a detailed exposition of this halakhic concept, see Rashba, Torat ha- Bayit he-Arokh,

Bayit Sheni, sha 'ar shelishi.
20. This material originally appeared in No 'am, XII (5730), pp. 10-20.
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